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Abstract This paper focuses on the dynamics that can emerge from animat populations [7] when the individuals can only use single sensori-motor learning (reactive behaviour) or can learn a map from their environment (cognitive behaviour). Animats have to find their way to resources that can help them to survive. Adding an – even simple – mimicing mechanism allows for newly incoming animats to take benefit of the experience of their elders to find resources more quickly. Our experiments show that the level of knowledge of the animats has an important and different impact on the effect of the imitation ability itself; we show that the complexity of the environment also has an important impact on this effect. That leads us to think that some kind of meta-control can be necessary to let the animat choose a suboptimal strategy whenever it gives better performance, namely in some kinds of simple environments Keywords: Imitation; Learning; Neural networks; Planning; Cognitive map; Social interaction; Collective intelligence.



1 Introduction The capability to solve a problem using a population of agents has been intensively studied for more than one decade. Most of these works focus on insect-like agents using reactive strategies [11] and leaving information (such as pheromons) in their environment to allow a collective decision taking. Situated agents or animats [7] functioning on the basis of local and incomplete informations have been shown to be very efficient on a wide variety of tasks. In our laboratory, we have shown, for instance, that not so complex animats can learn to solve complex choice problems like going to drink to a farther source because they can also find food that will be important later when their internal motivation (or goal) will change. Our solution is based on the building of a cognitive map of the environment and the use of an on-line hebbian reinforcement of the most used paths on the map [8]. However, very few works have been done on the comparison between the global capabilities of a population of more or less complex animats in a situation with or without social interactions. The work presented here is part of a CNRS project “Geomatics, Space, Territories and Mobilities”. In collaboration with a team in spatial economics, our long term goal is ∗
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to build a taxonomy of the different kinds of spatio temporal dynamics that can emerge from a population of agents according to their cognitive capabilities, their imitation or interaction capabilities and the complexity of their environment. It is clear that the criteria that can be used for such a taxonomy (for instance, based upon the complexity of the environment, or upon the agents’ imitation or adaptation capability) need tests to be discovered and trusted. In this paper, we will try to compare a simple reactive control architecture (using only simple associative sensori-motor learning) with a more complex architecture allowing an animat to learn and use a cognitive map of its environment. We will confirm some well-known intuitions on the interest of imitation [3, 4, 6] and present and discuss some surprising results showing a complex dependency between the learning capabilities of the animats and the complexity of the environment when a simple imitation mechanism is introduced. We stress here on trying to quantify the impact of imitation as those parameters evolve. That is the reason why the results presented here are given for each possible “intelligence level / imitation hability” pair. Imitation processes are usually divided in two levels: the action level of imitation [1] is related to the mechanisms involved when reproducing a simple action, often an elementary movement. The program-level refers to imitation of complex actions while preserving their organisational level. The work presented in this paper mainly focuses on the first of those two levels. Our goal here is to demonstrate that a smarter global behaviour does not necessarily depend on the individual planning capacity (as is the case for cognitive animats [8]), since even purely reactive autonomous animats can take benefits of imitation mechanisms. The fact that imitation can help to bring social interactions among animats, leading to peculiar local dynamics that can be observed, is also of importance: for instance, the ability for a given generation of animats to find stable states more easily, as in [10], is indeed the condition for such a generation to survive. 2 Material, model and method In our experiments, the animats are living in an unknown environment made of resources and obstacles. They only receive two types of information, the points of interest (landmarks, obstacles, sources, other animats) they can see from their current position, and the azimut under which they perceive every remarkable point. The visual aspect of the environment is shown in Figure 1. The animats need to visit three kinds of resources (food, water and nest) to survive: these can make them periodically bring their vital satisfaction levels (hunger, thirst and stress) back to a correct, sustenable value, which decreases over time. To reach the different sources, the animats have to avoid obstacles through which they can’t go. They can only see things that are within a given perimeter, except for landmarks which are always visible, unless occulted by some obstacles. The animats have to switch periodically between several strategies, according to their internal state and level of cognition. We decided to study reactive versus cognitive animats. Both species have in common the use of place cells [8, 9] to record newly discovered positions in the environment and be able to come back to interesting locations when needed. Place cells are only created from visual information (landmark – azimut couples), so there is no need for the animats to have access to any kind of coordinates. The differential equations that rule the creation of place cells, and those managing the satisfaction level of the animat over time can be found in [8] (see also[5]) – both papers are available at http://www.etis.ensea.fr



Figure 1: The animats in their environment, without obstacles (left) and with several walls (right).



At start, the animat does not know anything about its environment, except that there are some landmarks. During its moves, it receives the perception (a list of landmark – azimut couples) of its current position on the map. A distance with previously learned positions is then computed, and if below a certain threshold, the new position is recorded on a new neuron. When a resource is discovered, the associated place cell records the presence of the resource; that allows for activating this place cell when the need for the corresponding resource arises. The animat must discover one source of each type (food, water and nest) to survive. Once the three kinds of sources have been discovered, a stable state can be reached in simple cases: the animat can now live forever, since resources are not limited for the time being. We will show that, when the complexity of the environment increases, simple (reactive) agents can not reach such a stable state – even if they discover the three sources – whereas the performance of cognitive agents increases dramatically. Possible strategies for purely reactive animats A reactive animat can be in one of the following states, in decreasing precedence order: (i) obstacle avoidance; the presence of an obstacle makes the animat deviate from the direction it intended to follow, (ii) attraction by one of the (previously discovered) sources; this occurs when the satisfaction level of one of the animat’s vital variables goes below a given threshold, when the source is easily reachable (e.g., there is no obstacle between the animat and the source and the environment is static) and the animat knows where it can find it, (iii) imitation; this occurs when an animat detects another one and decides to follow it; it is one way to quickly discover new resources (if the followed animat already knows some of the sources, it can bring it to them), and (iv) random exploration; this occurs when all vital motivations are satisfied and either the animat did not see any other animat, or it decided not to imitate the ones it saw, or it does not know where to go. It is the second way the animat can discover the existing resources. This set of abilities and constraints (visual navigation, simple imitation mechanism) has been successfully tested for years on actual robots in our laboratory [5].



Figure 2: Basic principle of a cognitive map to control animat navigation from the recognition of particular transitions[5].



Possible strategies for cognitive animats The material briefly described above is sufficient for reaching a learned goal, if each place cell is associated with a movement to perform. Nonetheless, some important problems can’t be tackled by such a simple architecture, notably when the goals do not all belong to the same visual environment (no visual connectivity). To address these problems, cognitive animats can rely on a cognitive map [8, 9] to come back to a previously discovered interesting point, even in an evolving environment. Such a map is built by linking together two place cells reached successively (see figure 2). That way, exploring the environment leads from an initially random map to accurate connections between place cells. The priority of behaviours is the same as for reactive animats, except that planning strategy replaces a simple gradientfollowing strategy used to reach the desired sources. This technique is distinct from other strategies such as Q-learning [13] since they are generally unable to reuse what has been learned from one motivation to another. Moreover, the state space in which animats live is a continuum, which would lead to a huge number of states. Rules for starting / stopping imitation Each animat can choose to follow another animat as soon as it becomes visible. Animats are undistinguishable from one another: when a “teacher” (imitated) animat gets out of sight, the “student” (imitating) animat has no way to remember who it was and find it again. The decision to start imitating is taken according to a random value being over or under a given, constant threshold. The choice of who to follow is ruled as follows: if a single animat is visible, it becomes the chosen imitation target; if several animats are visible, then the chosen target is the one that is closest to the direction in which the animat is currently running (that is, the one whose perceived azimut is closest to 0 mod 2π. The main problem we encountered with this simple imitating scheme is deadlocks due to reciprocal imitations. When two animats came in front of one another, they sometimes both decided to imitate each other, leading to a blocking situation: each of them decided to follow the other, so they changed their direction at the same time and in the opposite direction!



In order to avoid / lessen reciprocal imitation decisions that lead to such deadlocks, only animats whose azimut is less than or equal to π/2 (in absolute value) are competing. Such problems are an illustration of the kind of local dynamics that can emerge from even simple social mechanisms (here, the creation of a moving loop of animats following each other until death). When the target teacher gets out of sight, the student stops imitating but the process can start again later. For the time being, no feedback on the benefits and/or drawbacks of imitating is used to adapt the imitation decision condition. It would have been possible to completely solve this problem differently, for instance by differenciating the animats so that one animat can know who it is imitating (namely, an elder); however our goal in this first step is to keep the learning mechanism as simple as possible, in order to be able to interpret results without any bias. Yet another technique is to allow animats to “decide” to stop imitating when they receive no reward after a certain amount of time. 3 Experiments and results This first series of experiments aims at studying three aspects of the influence of imitation: (i) the survival rate of the animats, (ii) the need for a more or less complete exploration of the map to find all resources, and (iii) the influence of detour problems. Each of those aspects is illustrated with an experiment involving reactive and cognitive animats, with and without imitation: every possible combination is tested. 3.1 Survival rate of a generation of animats We sequentially launch five generations of ten animats, waiting for stabilization of generation i to launch generation i + 1. The map is paved with 40x40 square regions (sources and landmarks occupy one single region). After a certain amount of time (directly depending on essential variables thresholds), only those of the animats that found the three sources survive. Then a new generation is launched and join the survivors of the previous ones; its members can, if imitation is turned on, take benefit of the fact that the elders (who can be viewed as “teachers” to a certain extent) know where the sources are to find them more quickly, namely before their essential variables fall to zero. Each experiment has been tested 20 times, each time with the same initial conditions, but different series of random numbers to drive the animats exploration phases. The average results are presented in figure 3. We can see that all curves are roughly linear, and that the results concerning animats capable of imitating (upper curve in both cases) are better than those for non-gregarious animats. However, what seems more surprising is the fact that, while reactive animats take high benefits of the growing number of “teachers” (the upper curve of the left diagram is ascendent), it is not the case for cognitive animats, for whom the proportion of potential teachers does not seem to have a significant impact. The return on investment here is particularly low, since the used algorithm is much more complex that in the reactive case. This tends to prove that learning and using a complex coding of the environment may not be efficient in a very simple environment. Indeed, cognitive animats learn and use an incomplete map of their environment, so their behaviour can be less optimal than that of reactive animats. Even more when imitation ability is turned on: reactive animats end at learning an optimal behaviour in an open environment, while cognitive animats go on using complex, suboptimal solutions discovered during their first free exploration. The suboptimality will be more important if the motivations create a



Figure 3: Experiment 1: survival rate of a generation of reactive (left) and cognitive (right) animats. Squared curves summerize results with imitation turned on, triangles are used when imitation is turned off.



Figure 4: example of map exploration rate



high level of pressure on the action selection mechanism of the animat: it can lack the time needed for further exploration, needing to always go from one source to another one. These results are encouraging and seem to confirm our hypothesis. However, we must bear in mind that the number of surviving animats varies and that the results only reflect an average behaviour. Moreover, they are highly dependent on the value of the essential variables. 3.2 Exploration rate Here, we are interested in studying the average portion of the map explored by animats, and the average time it takes them to reach a stable state (i.e. to learn where the three sources are located). The map is now paved with 60x60 square regions, so it is 2.25 times bigger than for the first experiment. Figure 4 shows a typical repartition of the explored regions. We first launch as many animats as needed to have ten of them knowing all sources, thus acting as potential “teachers”. We inhibited imitation for those teachers. Then we launch new animats (students), one at a time, to make sure that an animat always imitates a teacher (and not another student), until ten of them survive. In this test, students have a 360-wide vision, since we don’t have to deal with problems such as reciprocal imitation. We also increased



Stabilization time portion of map explored √ √ t σ % explored σ reactive, non-imitating 417.3 56.56 6.46% 1.01 cognitive, non-imitating 441.43 42.14 6.74% 0.64 reactive, imitating 189.46 37.05 3.41% 0.6 cognitive, imitating 240.22 34.96 3.67% 0.49 Figure 5: Experiment 2: stabilization time and exploration rate for cognitive and reactive animats.



Figure 6: Experiment # 3: influence of obstacles on reactive (left) and cognitive (right) animats. Gradient descent does not allow reactive animats to correctly navigate between sources.



the lower level of the comfort area associated to each essential variable from 40% to 70%, in order to let the animats have to come back more frequently to the different sources. The test has been iterated 15 times and the average results are presented in figure 5. These results show that students explore a much smaller part of the environment and – which is closely related – that they need less time than teachers to learn the location of the different sources. Reactive and cognitive animats reveal roughly similar performances for this test, which is not that surprising: the effect of imitation is maximum on this experiment and flatens the difference beetween both types of agents. 3.3 Influence of environment complexity In order to highlight the differences beetween reactive and cognitive animats, the third tests run in an environment with obstacles (see figure 1, right part). First, ten “teachers” are launched, one after another. Only surviving teachers are taken into account. Then students are launched, under the same conditions as for experiment #2. The results are presented in figure 6. The presence of obstacles prevents reactive animats to rely on the same set of landmarks on the whole map, so – without any possibility to remember the path that eventually led them once to a source – their decisions about the direction to follow to reach back the sources are almost always wrong (no global attraction basin). As seen on the left diagram, reactive animats never survive. As far as cognitive animats are concerned, however, we can
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